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“Sneakerhead”

TEASER

BLACK BOX OPENING:

5,800...       Pairs Made Per Minute

2 Trillion...  Lacing Variations 

4...           Steel Shanks

30,000...      Stitches 

EXT. HANCOCK PARK - BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - NIGHT1 1

Establish Brazilian Consulate... two flags by the door: 
American and Brazilian. CAMERA MOVES INSIDE --  Production 
Note:  The Consulate has one security camera on the exterior - 
in front of the building and another camera inside, on the 
front door/foyer (CAMS 1 and 2).  All consulate security 
cameras are small “bubble” cams. 

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - MAIN HALL/SKYLIGHT - NIGHT 2 2

Beautiful old world -- CAMERA MOVES UP A STAIRCASE and finds  
Security Agent MITCH YUSON (30s, military, wears a suit), 
making the rounds.  Ahead: a hallway secured by laser grids 
and motion detectors.  Production Note:  There is a security 
camera in this hall (CAM 3).

Yuson inserts an ID card into a keypad and presses his 
thumbprint against a biometric sensor.  A positive ID starts 
a disarming process: BEEP.  5... 4... 3... 2... 1...   

The laser grid disappears, the motion sensors shut down and 
as Yuson enters the hallway, we see what the heavy security 
is about: priceless artifacts from around the world - wall 
paintings, exotic sculptures and encased jewels.  

Yuson arrives at the end of the hallway, reactivates the 
security system and walks off.  BEEP.  5...    

TILT UP TO REVEAL --  

Through the skylight above him, an ominous masked figure 
stares down.  This is SILENT MASK. 

OFF suction cups being attached to glass -- 
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INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - MAIN HALL - MOMENTS LATERA3 A3

Silent Mask rappels down on a cord (wearing a sport back 
pack)... racing the five seconds as he moves to the alarm 
keypad and connects a wrist/PDA... He keys a code, blocking 
the security initiation: Alarm Canceled.  

A second figure - SILENT MASK 2 (SM2) slides down the cord.  
He eyes a wall painting, salivating, but Silent Mask motions-  

SILENT MASK
Not what we’re here for.

OFF Silent Mask resuming his hacking into the security 
system...

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - SECURITY ROOM - NIGHT3 3

Mitch Yuson before a 40” LCD split into (6-9) screen panels 
(black and white images). One monitor’s image goes to static, 
causing Yuson to zero in.  PRODUCTION NOTE: We see a rack of 
shotguns behind Yuson. 

MITCH YUSON
What the... 

The next monitor does the same.  Every monitor goes to 
static...

Yuson quickly grabs a phone as-

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - HALLWAY - NIGHT4 4

Silent Mask’s wrist/PDA blinks a message: Security Cameras 
and Phones Disabled.  Silent Mask detaches the PDA from the 
alarm keypad and moves down the hallway.  SM2 follows.  

Silent Mask moves past the art and jewelry...

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - STAIRCASE - CONTINUOUSA5 A5

...down a staircase... doesn’t see -- Production Note:  There 
is a Consulate security camera (CAM 4) on this staircase.

MITCH YUSON (O.S.)
Don’t move!

ON Mitch Yuson-

Aiming a 12 gauge shotgun at Silent Mask!  Ready to shoot.
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MITCH YUSON (cont’d)
Hands in the air and face the wall!

Silent Mask doesn’t move.  Instead, he looks past the unaware 
Mitch Yuson- 

-at SM2 who moves up from behind.  Yuson senses it, starts to 
turn (taking his aim away from Silent Mask)-

-but SM2 hits him with a taser!  Yuson’s shotgun BLASTS out, 
obliterating a vase of flowers before he drops.  OFF the 
Silent Mask Crew, no one in their way... 

EXT./INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - DAY (45 MIN LATER) 5 5

A crime scene now:  LAPD and FOUR DS AGENTS (Diplomatic 
Security).  DON and DAVID walk up, met by DS Special Agent 
BROWNER DUNN (50s, old military, in a suit like Mitch Yuson).  
Production Note:  As they walk and talk, we MOVE with them 
from outside to inside of the Consulate.

BROWNER DUNN
Browner Dunn, Diplomatic Security.  
Thanks for responding.  

DON
Looks like you have it covered.   

DAVID
Rooftop entrance, hacked security 
system...  Seems like a hi-tech B&E.  

BROWNER DUNN
The Brazilian Consulate holds 2 
Andrades, a Portinaris and a diamond 
collection that rivals DeBeers.  None 
of it was touched.  

DON
Maybe your guy scared the thieves 
away. Who was on duty?

Browner Dunn lifts a blown up PHOTO of Mitch Yuson-

BROWNER DUNN
Yuson.  He was gone when we got here.

(beat)
Been ninety minutes since he last 
checked in.

DAVID
Any chance he was in on it? 
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BROWNER DUNN
Not likely.  Guy’s a boy scout. 

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - SECURITY ROOM - MOMENTS LATER 6 6

Don, David and Browner Dunn watch recorded surveillance on a 
monitor.  Like before, the footage goes to static.

BROWNER DUNN
They took out the main cameras...

DAVID
Whoever they are, they have a blueprint on 
how to beat a biometric security system...

NIKKI enters with a laptop...

NIKKI
...but hopefully not an attention to detail. 
          (then)
I checked with the neighbors.  Their 
garage camera covers the hall window.

Nikki plugs the laptop into a monitor, cues different 
footage...  PRODUCTION NOTE:  We see footage on both the 
laptop and the main monitor. 

ON THE LAPTOP -  Distorted images through a window: the 
standoff between Mitch Yuson (the Security Agent) and the 
Silent Mask Crew.  Yuson’s dropped by tasers and carried 
(fireman’s) off camera, disappearing down a side corridor... 
(Note: The camera isn’t trained on the window - it captures 
the window while covering the neighbor’s property) 

BROWNER DUNN
That’s Yuson...

NIKKI
...But there’s more.

Nikki fast forwards and we see...

ON THE LAPTOP - The Silent Mask Crew exits the side corridor, 
walking in the opposite direction - NO SIGN of Mark Yuson...

DON
So where’d they leave him?
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INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - POOL ROOM HALLWAY - DAY7 7

Browner Dunn in tow, Don, David and Nikki trace the path of 
the Silent Mask Crew, looking for Yuson behind a door, under 
a pool table... 

DAVID
According to the footage, this is the 
only place they could have gone. 

...finding that the corridor has a dead end.

DON
A dead end? 

NIKKI
They couldn’t have made Yuson 
disappear.  
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DAVID
Is there something here they were 
after? 

Nikki moves past a giant (floor to ceiling) painting.  Stops.

NIKKI 
This painting is speaking to me.

DON
         (wry)
Really.

NIKKI
No, listen...

Everyone listens.  Faint taps are heard from behind the wall 
painting, along with the MUFFLED SOUNDS OF A HUMAN VOICE...

DON
Is there a way to roll this thing back? 

David and Nikki look for hidden levers.  Nikki flips light 
switches.  David checks a line of books.  He discovers: 

A mounted bust.  Slightly crooked.  He adjusts it.  The huge 
painting rolls back to reveal...  

A HIDDEN VAULT DOOR...  Browner Dunn’s as stunned as anyone.   

NIKKI
        (to David) 
How’d you...

DAVID
         (shrugs)
Worked for Batman.  

DON
Can’t be much air in that vault...

BROWNER DUNN
Looks like a Voice Recognition 
trigger lock.  

ANGLE ON - The vault’s sophisticated looking trigger lock (a 
mic device joined with a digital sound wave display screen).

DAVID
FASR.  Quantico’s testing this.  Lock 
responds to voice passphrases from 
the owner.  
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BROWNER DUNN
Consul Nespola’s in Brazil, visiting 
his son.  We haven’t been able to 
contact him... 

NIKKI
What about the vault designer?

DAVID
Wouldn’t help.  We need Nespola’s voice.

NIKKI
I can call LAFD to drill it open. 

David KNOCKS on the vault door.  Rock Solid.

DAVID 
Reinforced steel versus a drill - 
drill loses.  

DON
Maybe we can pick the lock.

Browner Dunn looks at Don.  How does he plan to do that?

INT. FBI - TECH ROOM - MOMENTS LATER   8 8

CHARLIE works at a computer.  He and Don are on SKYPE 
(speaking through laptops like they’re speaker phones) as 
they work the security system at the Consulate.  

Production Note:  On Charlie’s computer are clips and stills; 
Nespola at a podium w/ mic’s (6), being interviewed by 
reporters (single mic), and walking and talking down the 
street (lapel mic).

CHARLIE
We don’t need Nespola’s vocal chords to 
get his voice.  He’s a public figure - 
I’ve got 27,521 views on YouTube.

INTERCUT WITH:

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - POOL ROOM HALLWAY - SAME TIME9 9

Don, David and Nikki face a laptop connected to the vault.  
An FBI TECH (wearing FBI windbreaker) rolls in a second 
laptop, displaying blueprints of the Consulate’s corridors 
and hallways...    

DAVID
That’s an ocean of voice clips.  How 
do we narrow it down to a passphrase?
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CHARLIE 
I can use a Wavelet Analysis to 
supersmooth rapid word combinations. 

DON
Start with words we understand.

CHARLIE
Every spoken word contains phonemes - 
sounds inherent in human speech.  
Voice Recognition is based on that...

DAVID
It keys on sounds within words 
instead of the words themselves... 

Charlie cues a “spliced” version of NESPOLA’S VOICE:

RANDALL NESPOLA’S VOICE
I/LOVE/RUM/PULL/STILL/SKIN

ON THE VAULT LOCK’S DIGITAL SCREEN - The phrase appears.  
Phonemes (letter clusters) within the phrase are hi-lighted: 
I-OV-UM-U-IL-I. Not a passphrase match.

CHARLIE
It’s like walking into a junkyard.

ENTER AUDIENCE VISION

Charlie enters a salvage yard.

CHARLIE (cont’d)
You are surrounded by dozens of cars 
that no longer run.

Charlie passes by chassis, doors, engine blocks.

CHARLIE (cont’d)
You collect pieces -- carburetor, 
transmissions, radiators, pistons...

Charlie gathers old parts in hand.  Piston, fan, carburetor, 
distributor...

CHARLIE (cont’d)
... clean them off... see which parts 
still function...

Some pieces fit -- others go by the wayside. Eventually 
resulting in...
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CHARLIE (cont’d)
And start putting them together. 
Mixing and matching, until you find a 
combination that runs.

A shiny new engine... which now works. The pistons are 
superimposed by phonemes (letter clusters), revealing a 
passphrase... 

BACK TO SCENE:

Charlie’s audio “lock pick” uploads into the vault’s trigger 
lock...

RANDALL NESPOLA’S VOICE
GOOD/E/GOOD/E/TWO/SHOES

ON THE VAULT LOCK - Passphrase Verified.

The vault door opens...  Our guys rush inside to find-  

INT. NESPOLA’S VAULT - CONTINUOUS   10 10

ON THE FLOOR - Mitch Yuson (Security Agent), drenched in 
sweat, gagged, hands and feet tied (feet in a position as 
though he’s been kicking the door).  

David and Nikki attend to Yuson.  Don looks AROUND THE VAULT: 

An intricately lit, climate controlled display room full 
of... BASKETBALL SHOES (100 pairs)?    

DON
What the hell...?

David looks around: rare, vintage athletic shoes from all 
over the world are meticulously displayed.  And, from a 
pedestal in the middle of the vault, one pair is missing...  

DAVID
Let me get this straight.  You pass 
up paintings and diamonds to steal... 

NIKKI
...Sneakers.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT. FBI - WAR ROOM - DAY 11 11

On the board, photos of the crime scene (opened skylight, 
disabled alarm keypad) and wide shots of the vault room shoe 
collection.  Don, David and Nikki regroup.

DAVID
I understand stealing gold.  I can 
respect stealing art.  But, who pulls 
a heist for shoes?

DON
Who keeps them in a vault? 

NIKKI
This Consul Nespola dude’s gotta be a 
hard core shoe collector.  Some of 
these guys will stand in line for 
days for a pair of “kicks.”

DAVID
You’re kidding.  For shoes? 

DON
Says the guy with 35,000 comic books.

Nikki hits a remote to bring up-

ON THE BIG SCREEN - wide shot photos of the vault shoes.

[PRODUCTION NOTE: Nikki can not point to shoes as she talks.]

NIKKI
He’s got dead stock Waffles, 
Micropacers, So-Cal Exclusives...  A 
collection like this is worth 
millions. 

Don and David look at Nikki, dubious.  She knows it seems 
ridiculous, but-

NIKKI (cont'd)
Kicks are status symbols.  You live 
in Malibu, you drive a Maserati.  
Live on Slauson, you wear Jordans. 

DON
What are you, a sneakerologist?
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NIKKI
Got a four year degree from Compton 
and Watts.

Don keys up different photos of Nespola’s collection.

DON
They took one pair...

NIKKI
Judging from what they left behind, 
they’re something special. 

DAVID
Thieves aren’t complicated.  Someone 
hired them, or they’re heading for 
the black market.  

NIKKI
Either way, that probably gives us 24 
hours before the sneakers get moved.  

LIZ WARNER enters, crosses to them.  

LIZ
Consul Nespola’s here. 
     (then, discreet)  
All the guy talks about is shoes...

INT. FBI - INTERVIEW ROOM - DAY   12 12

Don and Liz with CONSUL RANDALL NESPOLA (30s, Brazilian, well 
spoken, neatly dressed).  He flips through a BINDER - Full of 
glossy “sneaker porn” photos of his shoe collection. 

[PRODUCTION NOTE: Must be 9-12 pairs per page.] 

RANDALL NESPOLA
Vintage Brazilian Adidas.  I paid 300 
for this pair.  Sold them for 5,000.  
It’s the new stock market.  Oil’s 
unreliable, real estate’s in the 
toilet... 

LIZ
But, in shoes you trust?

Nespola smiles.  Goes back to his binder.

RANDALL NESPOLA
I go after big pay days.  Made my 
fortune in junk bonds.  
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But, before I was Consul, I was a kid 
who couldn’t afford sneakers.  Now I 
can, so I do.

DON
You have a photo of the stolen pair?

RANDALL NESPOLA
I have a photo of every pair.

Nespola holds up the binder.  ANGLE ON - A PERSONAL PHOTO of 
a finely crafted, sleek, aerodynamic pair of basketball 
sneakers.  NOTE: These shoes should look unique and be 
instantly recognizable when we see them later. 

RANDALL NESPOLA (cont’d)
These are the 2-K Primers... 

LIZ
I know Primers.  My brother wanted a 
pair when we were kids.  Parents paid 
rent instead.

DON
What’s so special about this pair?

RANDALL NESPOLA
This is the very first pair of the 
Final Edition Primers off the 
assembly line - serial number 001.

DON
So? 

Nespola looks at Don, blown away by his ignorance.

RANDALL NESPOLA
That means I paid 250,000 dollars for 
these at auction.  Know how much 
they’ll be worth in five years?  

DON
      (don’t care)
Not really.  
         (beat)
You bought most of your shoes within 
the last year.

RANDALL NESPOLA
What I lack in experience, I make up 
for in aggressiveness.
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LIZ
Can’t make the other collectors 
happy.

RANDALL NESPOLA
The other collectors can kiss my 
Converse.  
        (then)  
No one was supposed to know I had the 
Primers.  That auction was allegedly 
closed.  

LIZ
Who was in charge of the sale?

RANDALL NESPOLA
La-La Buendia.  Works for the 2-K 
Shoe Company. *

INT. FBI - HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER13 13

Don and Liz exit the interview room, on the move-  

LIZ
    (re: Nespola)
You ever seen anything like that?

DON
Thanks for jumping in.  Granger was 
called for CMU testing.  
         (then)  
Congrats on the promotion.  

LIZ
Supervisor of Organized Crime.  I 
head to Denver at the end of the 
week.

DON 
Nice skiing.  Cold weather.

LIZ
Great department.  Great opportunity.  
    (changing subject)
Stealing shoes has young and dumb 
written all over it, but your thieves 
manipulated Voice Recognition.  Maybe 
someone shares their M.O.   

DON
I know how much fun a database search 
is.  Why don’t you talk to Charlie...  
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LIZ
...maybe find a heuristic that’ll cut 
down the time? 

DON
       (lightly)
Maybe you have been around here too 
long...

Liz smiles.  Don turns and goes. 

EXT. UNDEFEATED - DAY 14 14

David and Nikki exit a Charger.  As they approach (passing 
other cars), we see and hear-

Hip-hop BOOMING from the store sound system.  A diverse line 
(30 people) of SNEAKERHEADS spills out of the front door: 

Asian Hipsters, Blond Super Models, Middle Aged Businessmen, 
Homies from Crenshaw.  Everyone admiring each other’s kicks.    
PRODUCTION NOTE:  The people in line should be festive, 
excited.  Girls putting wristbands on guys.  People comparing 
shoes, debating, etc...

DAVID
Who knew shoes could bring the world 
together?

NIKKI
Just don’t step on anyone’s feet.

A BEASTIE BOY WANNA-BE line organizer (17, hip hop skater) 
with a clipboard steps in their way. 

BEASTIE BOY
Whoa, whatsup?  If you’re here for 
the Primers bracelets, get in line. 

He points to the end of the line.  Nikki and David badge him.

NIKKI
You don’t let us inside, you’ll be 
the one wearing bracelets.

DAVID
What’s the line for?

BEASTIE BOY
Final Edition Primers drop on the 
general public in a week.  Everybody 
and their moms is trying to cop.  
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NIKKI
Once the first pair got auctioned for 
crazy money, the demand for these 
must have gone through the roof.  

Beastie Boy nods yes.  Checks Nikki out. 

DAVID
2-K Shoes hands out priority *
bracelets to keep people from mobbing 
each other on release day?

BEASTIE BOY
Yeah, but it only raises the hype.  
        (to Nikki)
You want a discount yo, I can hook it 
up...

NIKKI
We’re here to talk to La-La Buendia.

INT. UNDEFEATED - DISPLAY ROOM - DAY   15 15

Urban chic.  Three CUSTOMERS gaze at high-end sneakers on 
wall mantles.  A plasma flat screen plays a promo piece about 
the Primers-   

ON PLASMA TV - Clips featuring Primers sneakers rotating in 
air and looking cool with the logo.  Stock footage of 
basketball players. 

David and Nikki talk to LA-LA BUENDIA (20s, hot in designer 
sneakers and sweats).  

NIKKI
Nespola says no one was supposed to 
know the identity of the winning 
bidder.

LA-LA BUENDIA
This was an auction for the First 
Pair of the Final Edition Primers.  
Word was gonna get out, regardless. 
           (then)  
Plus, who cares?  Nespola’s a jerk.

DAVID
Any idea who stole his shoes? 
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LA-LA BUENDIA
Every head in L.A. wants that heat.  
Me?  I’m on your side.  Until they’re 
found, I don’t get paid. 

DAVID
What do you mean? 

LA-LA BUENDIA
Nespola froze his auction payment 
until the shoes are found.  That’s no 
commission for me.  On a quarter 
million dollar sale, you do the 
math...  

David and Nikki share a look.  Switching gears...

DAVID
Thing about Nespola winning the 
auction, is that everyone else lost.

NIKKI
Leaves a lot of angry bidders.  

LA-LA BUENDIA
Well, bidding got hot and heavy 
between Nespola and Bit O’ Nutz. 

David and Nikki pause, look at La-La...

DAVID
Who?

LA-LA BUENDIA
DJ Bit O’ Nutz?  Only Sneakerhead 
with a collection bigger than 
Nespola’s.  

OFF David and Nikki, this case getting weirder...

INT. FBI - TECH ROOM - LATE DAY   16 16

Liz at a COMPUTER TERMINAL, scrolling through a database of 
suspects (generic shots).  Charlie enters. 

CHARLIE
Sorry I’m late.  Amita’s at a 
Combinatorics symposium in Kansas 
City and I had a lecture on 
synchronized chaos.  By the way - not 
meant for one person... 
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LIZ
It’s okay.  I checked with our audio 
guys in Virginia.  Banks have been 
using Voice Recognition Technology 
for the past few years.     

CHARLIE
Sounds like a considerable list of 
suspects if we’re considering 
attempted bank heists.     

LIZ
Epic.

Charlie sits next to Liz.  Eyes the scrolling list. 

CHARLIE
I think an epic search calls for an 
“epic” Search Algorithm.  It’ll sort 
suspects into segments... 

OFF Charlie and Liz, working...

EXT./INT. VIC MORITZ’S MANSION - POOLHOUSE - LATE DAY  17 17

Don and David walk up to find VIC MORITZ - AKA DJ BIT O’ NUTZ 
(30s, “buck o five” thin, wearing sneakers and boxers) 
finishing a massage (His BUTLER/ASSISTANT stands nearby).  As 
the FEMALE MASSEUSE (20s, sexy) leaves...  Production Note:  
As they walk and talk, we MOVE with them from outside to 
inside of the poolhouse.  Also, on the lawn, a bevy (3) of 
hot WOMEN IN BIKINIS putt golf balls.  

VIC MORITZ 
      (re: Don, David)
This ain’t my idea of a happy 
ending...
       (to David) 
Whatsup Buster Brown? 

DAVID
Buster Brown?

Moritz explains as he downs vitamins, chugs a shot of tequila 
and lifts a cigar (PERHAPS lights it)...

VIC MORITZ
Kicks say a lot.  Yours say 
“supercop.”

DON
Vic Moritz?
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VIC MORITZ
I prefer Bit O' Nutz.                       

He indicates a framed album cover (Center Mass Records) - him 
in a straight jacket, wearing a scowl.  

ON Don and David - not happening.  

VIC MORITZ (cont’d)
        (quoting lyric)  
“Gotta be a Bit O' Nutz In This 
World”?

DAVID
Only thing nuts is you bidding six 
figures on shoes.

VIC MORITZ
Can’t argue with that.  That’s love.

He leads them down a HALLWAY out of a Lil’ Wayne video...

VIC MORITZ (cont’d)
I know everything about Primers.  
They started with “Primer” Nelson.  
Busted ankle ended his days in the 
league, so he made kicks to prevent 
injuries to others.  Mix tech with 
fashion and Primers became a 
phenomenon. 

DON
Not here for the history lesson...

VIC MORITZ
It’s who I am.  I produced my first 
single to buy a pair of Primers.

DAVID
You must have been ticked when 
Nespola got the Final Editions.

VIC MORITZ
I won’t lie.  Those kicks are my 
grails, but I don’t need to steal 
from a reseller like Nespola.

They find - The door to MORITZ’S SNEAKER VAULT: more 
beautiful than hi-tech - brass and engraved iron.   

Moritz enters a combination and opens the vault...
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INSIDE THE VAULT -  A sneaker collection more extensive than 
Nespola’s - resembling a shrine more than a display room.  A 
monument to “Primer” Nelson.  Framed (clear lucite) 1975 
basketball card (featuring a 27 year old Jason “Primer” 
Nelson wearing a “Skyscraper” basketball uni), and a 
“Skyscraper” jersey.  And, no sign of the stolen Primers...

VIC MORITZ (cont’d)
Toss my crib if you want.  I got 
nothing to hide.  No Primers here.

DAVID
That why you sent threatening emails 
to Nespola and La-La Buendia?

VIC MORITZ
I felt cheated, so I sent a message.  
As you see, I’m more intimidating 
through email than I am in person.  
It’s not about money for me.

DON
Then what’s it about?

VIC MORITZ
They say love is putting on a fresh 
pair every day?  That’s me.  Ask 
around.  My reputation’s nice.  Can’t 
say that for Nespola.

OFF Don and David, eyeing a ridiculously extensive shoe 
collection...

INT. FBI - TECH ROOM - NIGHT   18 18

Charlie and Liz work at computers (still working on the 
generic database of voice recognition suspects). 

CHARLIE
Okay.  Down to dueling lists of 12 
suspects, all thanks to the power of 
Efficiency through Optimized 
Searching... 

No response from Liz, who seems distracted.  Charlie turns to 
her.

CHARLIE (cont’d)
Sorry, kinda nerding out. *
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LIZ
No, just having one of those... 
reflective moments.

Charlie mulls whether he wants to pry or not...  Decides yes- 

CHARLIE
Denver is lucky to have you.  It’s a 
great opportunity, right?  

LIZ
It’s a promotion.

CHARLIE
You know what they say.  Urban nomads 
are the last adventurers.  Before I 
left for Princeton, I was just a kid.

LIZ
When you graduated from Princeton, 
you were just a kid.

CHARLIE
You learn a lot about yourself when *
you’re on your own, away from family.  *

LIZ
That’s true.  But, not everyone has 
family like that... 

OFF Liz going back to work, Charlie looking on... 

EXT. FIFTH STREET - NIGHT 19 19

Skid Row.  Two black and whites.  Two Chargers.  A coroner’s 
van.  LAPD (2) and 2 DETECTIVES (using flashlights).  Yellow 
tape.  David and Nikki approach.

DAVID
Just saying, I don’t even wear Buster 
Browns...

NIKKI
Does it matter?

DAVID
Probably not.

They’re met by DET. CATES (40s, large).  He greets Nikki.  

DET. CATES
Betancourt...
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NIKKI
Hey, Cates...  This is David 
Sinclair.

DET. CATES
Saw your name on the alerts for that 
Consulate heist.  You gotta check 
this out.

Cates leads them past HOMELESS LOOKY-LOOS...

...into an alley strewn with trash and homeless camps 
(heating stations for food, tents, etc.)...

David looks to Nikki - where’s this leading?

...arriving at a DEAD BODY UNDER A CORONER’S SHEET. 

DET. CATES (cont’d)
Guy runs through here, gets this.

Cates lifts the sheet to reveal...

...the face of a dead ALBANIAN MAN (50s).  One SHOT to the 
temple.  David’s baffled.

DAVID
And, how does this connect to us?  

Cates lifts the other end of the sheet to see...   

THE ALBANIAN’S FEET - The left foot is bare - no sock.  The 
right foot is sporting a Final Edition Primers sneaker. 
(Production Note: these shoes look exactly like the stolen 
pair from Nespola’s binder).

NIKKI
You wear 250G on your feet in skid 
row, you’re looking to get jacked. 

DAVID
Okay...  But who gets jacked for one 
shoe?

OFF David and Nikki over a dead Albanian with one sneaker, 
the game literally afoot...

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

EXT. FIFTH STREET - NIGHT  20 20

Now a crime scene.  The Primers Sneaker is sealed into an 
evidence bag.  The Albanian’s body is rolled by, into the 
coroner’s van... 

LAPDx4 and FBI search bushes (using flashlights), sewer 
grates and garbage dumpsters.  David and Nikki compare notes.  
PRODUCTION NOTE: The Albanian’s tatoos should read (without 
the parenthesis translation): Kurre hap rugge (”Never Yield”) 
and Gjak e armes (”Blood and Guns”).  

NIKKI
Our Cindafella has no I.D., but 
prison tats.  Techs think Eastern 
European...

DAVID
Run his photo and get it to 
immigration.

NIKKI
Any descriptions of the shooter?    

DAVID
Witnesses say a white guy in his 20s.  

(motioning up the street)
He argued with our dead guy before 
chasing him down here - literally 
chased him out of his shoe...  

NIKKI
...I thought losing a heel was bad... 

DAVID
Dead guy got dead.  First thing the 
shooter went for was his shoe.  A 
crowd of Looky-Loos scared him off 
before he could get it. 

NIKKI
Chased away by the bum brigade?

DAVID
        (nods)
And he dropped his gun.  Forensics is 
working on prints.

NIKKI
Where’d the other shoe drop? 
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DAVID
We’ve got everyone searching, but on 
this street, shiny new things 
disappear quickly. 

ON HOMELESS LOOKY-LOOS pushing carts full of junk.

Nikki’s cell phone RINGS.  She picks up -

NIKKI
Betancourt...  Great.   
      (hangs up, then-)  
Liz and Charlie have a possible match 
on the M.O. from our Consulate heist. 

DAVID
Can’t wait to meet the guy who hacks 
Voice Recognition locks for a living.  

NIKKI
Interpol says his name is Stephanois...

DAVID
And, he’s French, too...

CUT TO:

The smooth JEAN STEPHANOIS (60s, once was Cary Grant - now is 
dead broke) in a chair.  We’re...  

INT. FBI - INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT   21 21

Nikki and Liz stand before Stephanois, who ogles them.  

LIZ
Your rap sheet reads like an 
encyclopedia for thieves.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
I made money.  But all good things 
come to an end.  

Some regret in his voice... washed away by a view of Nikki’s 
figure...  

JEAN STEPHANOIS (cont’d)
Then again, a rendezvous with two 
ladies is always a pleasure.

NIKKI
You know what really makes us hot?  
Stories about biometric security.

Stephanois looks like he just tasted something foul.
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JEAN STEPHANOIS
Why ruin a party?  I pulled diamond 
heists in Paris, art in Monaco...  

LIZ
...but that’s the thing about heists - 
sooner or later you get caught.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
Which is why I embrace the peace and 
quiet of retirement. 

NIKKI
According to Interpol, you adjusted 
your game...

LIZ
Internet theft, hacking Speech 
Recognition locks on bank computers.

Jean Stephanois nods, annoyed by the reference.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
Taking the life savings of soccer 
moms was a tad banal. 

NIKKI
Is that why you switched it up again - 
lifting sneakers from Randall Nespola?

Stephanois scoffs, insulted by the accusation.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
Last night, I had dinner with my parole 
officer.  The steak was overcooked. 
         (then)
And I would never soil my craft 
heisting something as trivial as... 
tennis shoes.   

LIZ
Six figure shoes aren’t so trivial.  

JEAN STEPHANOIS
     (suddenly curious)
High six or low six?  

INT. FBI - BULLPEN - MOMENTS LATER  22 22

Liz and Nikki exit the interrogation room.  Stephanois is 
escorted out by FBI AGENTS... 
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NIKKI
You buy it?

LIZ
Let’s see...  Extremely rare skill 
set, life long criminal...   

NIKKI
Maybe there’s a connection to Mr. One Shoe.   

LIZ
I’ll check.  Want to see if anyone tried 
to fence the shoes to other bidders?

NIKKI
Sure.  
          (then)
I heard you’re leaving me to fend for 
myself at the boys club...  

Liz nods.

NIKKI (cont’d)
Good for you.  Boss of your own unit.  
You’ll be missed around here.   

LIZ
       (heartfelt)
Thanks...  
         (then)  
I think you’re doing all right in the 
boys club. 

NIKKI
Just trying to be like you, girl.     

OFF Liz...
CUT TO:

INT. CALSCI - CHARLIE'S OFFICE - DAY 23 23

Charlie and LARRY work at his computer as ALAN enters in a 
huff... 

ALAN
Ever notice how Professor Elliot 
resembles a cobra? 

LARRY
Psoriasis, hood-like neck, when 
disturbed, he can bite... I get it.
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CHARLIE
Late to solid state physics lab again-

ALAN
By three minutes. He locks the doors... 
I’ll never get my lab hours at this rate.

LARRY
You know, Charles, there are other 
labs that would fulfill your dad’s 
requirement.

CHARLIE
(getting it)

Like computation and neural systems 
for example...

LARRY
Exactly.

ALAN
Fine -- as long as the Professors 
aren’t asses.

Charlie and Larry exchange a look.

CHARLIE
You’re looking at them.

Alan reacts as Don enters...

CHARLIE (cont’d)
There he is... how’s the great 
sneaker caper?

DON
Found the right shoe...

CHARLIE
Congrats...

DON
But the left one disappeared on skid 
row...

A beat.  As Charlie contemplates and Larry tries to catch up.

CHARLIE
(hmmm)

An item misplaced in an area where 
its value has yet to be determined... 
          (then) 
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You know, with a layout of the crime 
scene, I can run an A-Priori 
Probability Distribution Search.  It *
won’t tell you where the shoe was *
picked up, but it will give you *
search zones. *

ALAN
Sounds like a lot of work for some 
sneakers. Just give me a pair of Bubbas.  

LARRY
I’m not familiar with that brand.

CHARLIE
“Bubbas” are a reference to a variety 
of generic brands.

DON
In other words, cheap sneakers.

CHARLIE
Great for a 5th grader quantity wise.  
Not so great aesthetically. 

DON
I was the only one in Little League 
with golf cleats...

ALAN
At least you weren’t barefoot.

CHARLIE
You know, in an area like Skid Row *
where no one knows “Bubbas” from 
Primers, preference for shoes 
balances between need and aesthetic 
value...  

LARRY
Sounds like Shipwrecks and Sneakers. 

DON
What?    

LARRY
True story.  The vessel Hansa was en 
route from Korea to Portland, when it 
lost crates of sneakers overboard...
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ALAN
I read about that.  The shoes washed 
up on shores from Oregon to Hawaii in 
a pattern depending on the brand and 
whether they were left or rights.  

LARRY
Scientists were able to use the flow 
pattern of the shoes to trace back to 
the site of the spill.  

Don considers this.  Looks to Charlie who does the same.

DON
That a math solution or a digression?

LARRY
When do I ever digress?  

OFF everyone, eyeing Larry...

EXT. WATTS - OLD WAREHOUSE (ESTABLISHING) - DAY   A24 A24

Run down neighborhood.  Old storefronts.  An abandoned 
warehouse with a Real Estate Sign (Banana Stand Realty). 

INT. WATTS - OLD WAREHOUSE - DAY 24 24

Abandoned space.  Dusty tarp, old boxes, broken glass and 
squatter’s remnants.  Nikki enters with a folder.  La-La 
Buendia is with a BUSINESS LOAN OFFICER, who leaves as Nikki 
approaches.

NIKKI
We need to know if either of these 
faces look familiar. 

Nikki lifts PHOTOS from the folder: A CRIME SCENE PHOTO of 
the DEAD ALBANIAN and INTERPOL SURVEILLANCE and ACTION IMAGES 
of JEAN STEPHANOIS.  

NIKKI (cont’d)
Maybe someone sniffed around...  
Trying to get contact info on auction 
bidders...

La-La eyes both photos.  Disappointed, she shakes her head. 

LA-LA BUENDIA
Never seen either one. 
     (then, sincere)  
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Hey, yesterday, maybe I came off 
wrong.  Thing is, that commission is 
my seed money... 

La-La indicates the warehouse: dusty, decrepit.

LA-LA BUENDIA (cont’d)
Future site of my shoe company, once 
I leave 2-K.  

Nikki sees La-La’s sincerity.  Appreciates it.

NIKKI
Haven’t seen this place used for 
anything since TJ’s Drug Store 
cleared out... 
        (off La-La) 
I used to patrol the area. 

LA-LA BUENDIA
It’d be nice to bring business back.  
Give people some jobs.  Make some 
affordable, hot kicks...

NIKKI
Affordable and hot aren’t an easy 
combination.

La-La smiles knowingly, nods-

LA-LA BUENDIA
Yeah.  
             (then)
But, it’s more fulfilling than 
selling shoes that nobody wears.

A look passes between them.  A connection.

NIKKI
So, no one approached you about the 
bidders... 

LA-LA BUENDIA
No...  
        (thinks)
I did get a call after the auction 
about the bid amounts.  Guy didn’t 
give his name and I didn’t give the 
numbers...

OFF Nikki, perhaps on to something...
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INT. FBI - WAR ROOM - DAY 25 25

Liz and Nikki report to Don...  

LIZ
La-La gets the call about the bid 
amounts - probably gauging a market 
value for fencing the shoes...

NIKKI
So we did a dump on La-La’s phone.  
Traced the call to a guy who matches 
the description of our skid row shooter-

Nikki hits a button- 

ON THE BIG SCREEN - A MUGSHOT of LEE DIDDUMS (20s, Caucasian, 
athletic, trailer park scruffy).

NIKKI (cont’d)
Lee Diddums.  Popped for a GTA.  
Liquor store holdups before that...  

LIZ
...Johnny Knoxville stays busy...

DON
This guy’s minor league.  Not even 
the same zip code as our thieves.       

NIKKI
That’s what I thought, until I saw 
his earlier jobs.  A stint for 
internet theft - using audio files?

LIZ
He was juvie at the time.  That’s why 
he wasn’t in our records... 

NIKKI
He had a visitor during his stint in 
juvie - Jean Stephanois.

DON
Is Diddums his son? 

NIKKI
Nephew.  Mother’s maiden name is Stephanois. 

LIZ
That apple fell far from the tree and 
rolled down the hill...
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DON
Stephanois could be helping him.  

LIZ
But he seemed clueless about the shoes.  
Diddums could be using Stephanois’ 
expertise without his knowing. 

DON
Put an APB on Diddums and interview 
Stephanois again.  

David enters, palming his cell phone- 

DAVID
Immigration I.D.ed our dead guy.  
Albanian.  Illegal immigrant named 
Ekin Zetroc.  Got an address...

EXT. EKIN ZETROC'S APARTMENT BUILDING - DAY 26 26

David and Liz drive through the cheap rent district in a 
Charger: monotone apartments, dead lawns, three beater cars.  
They park, get out and look ahead to see... TWO LUXURIOUS 
PORSCHES parked head to head (as though they arrived at the 
same time and nearly crashed into each other).  What?

DAVID
Not an every day sight in this 
neighborhood...

They HEAR yelling beyond the Bentleys.  Walking further, they 
discover -- Randall Nespola and Vic Moritz in each other’s 
faces, arguing - ON THE VERGE OF A THROW DOWN. 

DAVID (cont’d)
If you’re taking bets, I got Nespola.

LIZ
Bit O' Nutz could surprise.

ON NESPOLA/MORITZ ARGUMENT -

RANDALL NESPOLA
Can’t hide behind emails now!  You 
like shoes?  How about I put mine 
across your face?

VIC MORITZ
Know why they call me Nutz?  I’ll go 
loco on you, Nespola!  
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Nespola PUNCHES MORITZ IN THE NOSE!  David and Liz rush in to 
break it up - 

DAVID
Alright, save it for the Octagon, fellas...

LIZ
Aren’t your bank rolls a little large 
to be duking it out in the street?

RANDALL NESPOLA
I got a call from some guy offering 
to sell my Primers back to me.

 VIC MORITZ
I got the same call.  Nobody showed.  

DAVID
Hard to show when you’re dead. 
        (to Liz)
Looks like our Albanian was trying to 
set up a bidding war.

RANDALL NESPOLA
You find my Primers?

DAVID
Halfway there.

LIZ
Spend that much on shoes, they should 
stay on your feet...

A moment as this registers for Moritz and Nespola, then- 

VIC MORITZ
He wore them?!  

RANDALL NESPOLA
That ruins the value! 

David and Liz exchange a glance, amazed by these fools.  

INT. FBI - BULLPEN - DAY 27 27

Nikki reports to Don.  

NIKKI
Things are looking worse for Diddums.  
Forensics came back on the gun...  He 
killed our skid row stiff, Zetroc.
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DON
Diddums is still in the wind.  Any 
hits on our APB?

NIKKI
Not yet...

David approaches.
DAVID

We combed Zetroc’s place.  Nothing 
there but Albanian junk, so we 
grabbed his cell phone records.  

DON
And?

DAVID
Traced the calls he made to Nespola and 
Moritz...  According to the interface, 
they came from a warehouse on Skid Row... 

DON
Go get him.

OFF David and Nikki on the move...

EXT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE - NIGHT 28 28

David and Nikki move through an alleyway, finding themselves 
among a maze of buildings.  Everything is still, except- 

A WINDOW ABOVE - reveals a lit flashlight inside.  David and 
Nikki carefully move toward a door that is slightly ajar... 

INT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE - STAIRWAY - NIGHTA29 A29

As David and Nikki climb, we HEAR the sounds of boxes being 
tossed.  They pull their guns and keep moving... 

INT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE - SECOND FLOOR STORAGE - CONTINUOUSB29 B29

...finding an open space...

FULL OF SHIPPING BOXES 

In the midst of the boxes crouches an oblivious LEE DIDDUMS.  
He zips up a backpack, tosses it over his shoulder- 
PRODUCTION NOTE: We DO NOT see what the boxes contained.  We 
simply see tossed boxes and discarded packing tissue.

DAVID
FBI!  Don’t move!
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Diddums does.  Fast.  Running and leaping over stacks of 
boxes.  David and Nikki give chase.  David’s faster. 

But even David has a hard time keeping up with Diddums...

INT./EXT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE - CONTINUOUSC29 C29

...David is on Diddums’ heels as they sprint through a 
hallway - a corridor - high above a loading dock - seemingly 
every corner of a rundown industrial maze...

INT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE 2ND FLOOR - WALKWAY - CONTINUOUSD29 D29

...Diddums sprints down a narrow walkway... and into a --

INT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE 2ND FLOOR - ROOM - CONTINUOUSE29 E29

-- a room with a pyramid like stack of boxes in the distance.  
David follows, closing in...

Diddums doesn’t slow down...

HE SPEEDS UP -- taking a RUNNING LEAP off the top of the 
stack...

CRASHING THROUGH THE 2ND STORY WINDOW AND FALLING...

TO THE ROOF TEN FEET BELOW... He quickly recovers, running 
down a fire escape ladder...

ON DAVID -- who can only watch with a shake of the head --

DAVID
Nice jump.

Nikki catches up and sees...

NIKKI
Gotta be the shoes.

ANGLE ON - 

A stack of boxes knocked over by Diddums.  The spilled 
contents include DOZENS OF PAIRS of Final Edition Primers 
sneakers... Note: They look exactly like the stolen pair.

DAVID
Yeah, but which ones?

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. SKID ROW WAREHOUSE - NIGHT29 29

FBI crime scene.  Room full of sewing machine stations, 
stacks of shipping boxes, jeans and knock off purses. 

David and Nikki talk...  behind them 6x Albanian WAREHOUSE 
EMPLOYEES sit on the ground, backs against the wall. Liz talks 
to them.  An FBI TRANSLATOR translates Albanian for her.

THEIR FEET - ALL sport Final Edition Primers Sneakers.  3xFBI 
AGENTS are gloved up, removing the shoes for evidence and 
sticking them in boxes.  Production Note: These shoes are 
exact matches of Nespola’s stolen pair. 

NIKKI
Diddums tied them up -- left them in 
a back room.

DAVID
(re: sneakers)

Stylish crew.  Thought general 
release wasn’t until next week. 

NIKKI
Why wait, when you can make your own? 

DAVID
Counterfeiters.  They used a mold 
from an authentic pair to make 
knockoffs.  

Liz walks over.

LIZ
Everyone here’s Albanian, same as our 
dead friend, Zetroc. 

NIKKI
Any idea what Diddums was after?

LIZ
No one knows, but they’ve seen him 
before.  He met with their bosses.

DAVID
Bosses?

LIZ
Ekin Zetroc and that guy - Nadroj 
Ria...
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Liz points to NADROJ RIA sitting on the ground (20s, fierce 
eyes, prison hard).  He averts his gaze.

INT. FBI - INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT 30 30

David and Nikki sit across from Ria, who fidgets - uneasy.   

RIA
 (slight Albanian accent)
I didn’t know Zetroc... 

DAVID
Really?  You know Albania, right? 

NIKKI
Nice labor camps... 

DAVID
...makes Chino look like Chuck E. 
Cheese... 

NIKKI
Immigration’ll make sure you meet up 
with old friends... 

Ria thinks this over.  Rock and a hard place.  Then-

RIA
I’d rather do prison here than go 
back there...

DAVID
Then start confessing.

David places Lee Diddums’ MUGSHOT on the table.

RIA
Diddums stole a pair of Final Edition 
Primers from some rich guy.  We paid 
20,000 to borrow the shoes for a few 
hours... 

NIKKI
Make molds, take pictures... 

RIA
We can knock out 100 counterfeits in 
a day.  But the other part was 
Zetroc’s idea.

DAVID
Other part?
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RIA
To switch the pairs on Diddums, give 
him counterfeits...  

NIKKI
...Because, naturally, one good theft 
deserves another...

RIA
Zetroc said he could auction off the 
real pair.

DAVID
But Diddums killed him first.

Ria nods.

DAVID (cont'd)
So, why was Diddums at the warehouse 
when we arrived?

NIKKI 
      (realizing)
The Primers Zetroc had on his feet 
were knockoffs, too.  He came back 
for the real ones.  

RIA
We might be crooks, but we’re not 
stupid.  

DAVID
So where are the originals?   

MATCH CUT TO:

The STACK OF PRIMERS from the warehouse being rolled in on a 
pallet jack.  We are...

INT. FBI - WAR ROOM - NIGHT31 31

David, Nikki and La-La eye the stack of Primers on the floor.  

NIKKI
Gotta hand it to him - not easy to 
find a needle in a needle stack.  

DAVID
Especially when the only guy who 
knows which is which is dead. 

La-La lifts a Primers sneaker, examines it closely.
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LA-LA BUENDIA
I know everything about these kicks 
and I can’t tell the difference... 

DAVID
Kind of funny, considering a real 
pair costs ten times as much. 

NIKKI
Tried weighing them.  Every sneaker’s 
the same 15 ounces. 

Charlie enters, a PRINT OUT in hand...

CHARLIE
Hot off the press - results from our  
Skid Row Distribution search... 
    (seeing stack of Primers)
...although I’m now wondering if my 
information is obsolete...

NIKKI
New problem.  One of these is the 
authentic pair.  

CHARLIE
You could compare material bases by 
doing a cross dissection... 

LA-LA BUENDIA
        (hell no)
Is he suggesting we cut open a pair 
of Final Edition Primers? 

CHARLIE
Okay...   
         (then)
Buoyancy.  If counterfeits are made 
from a mold, a buoyant force acting 
on them would be different from an 
authentic pair... 

LA-LA BUENDIA
Buoyancy means water, right?  Not on 
hand stitched tumbled leather...

DAVID
Is there a way to do it without 
destroying the shoes?
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CHARLIE
        (realizing)
There is.  But, I’d need an authentic 
pair of Primers...  

OFF everyone looking to La-La...  

INT. FBI - INTERROGATION ROOM - NIGHT   32 32

Don and Liz question Jean Stephanois again. 

DON
Your nephew is a murderer. 

JEAN STEPHANOIS
Lee can barely wipe his backside 
without screwing up, much less commit 
murder. 

LIZ
You didn’t tell us pulling heists was 
a family business.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
My nephew’s on the shallow end of the 
gene pool.  I taught him expertise, 
but couldn’t give him wisdom.

DON
You teach him to lay low? 

JEAN STEPHANOIS
Does anything in my history indicate 
this type of buffoonery? 
         (then) 
I once owned a place in Tahiti, 
magnificent.  Had I made that score, 
I’d be there right now, surrounded by 
beauties...

Stephanois seems genuinely wistful.  Don and Liz exit...

INT. FBI - HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS33 33

...and discuss.

LIZ
Call me crazy, but I believe him.
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DON
Then our best shot at catching 
Diddums is to find the Primers... 

 CUT TO:

A BRIEFCASE HANDCUFFED TO THE WRIST OF...34 34

...a BOND COMPANY SECURITY GUARD (30s, in uniform) who wears 
a holstered gun...

...next to whom walks LA-LA, who’s dressed for business... 

...Escorted by Liz and Nikki, who are also armed (hands on 
guns).  We are...

INT. CALSCI - HALLWAY - DAY 35 35

The three women (and Bond Guard) pass Charlie and Larry, who 
watch...

LARRY
One would think nuclear launch codes 
were being delivered.  

CHARLIE
I’ve heard of companies protecting 
assets, but never quite like this.  

INT. CALSCI - LAB - DAY 36 36

Charlie and Larry work on a Hyperspectral Imaging Machine. 
Wear protective UV glasses.  PRODUCTION NOTE: The suitcase 
holding the real pair of Primers is here, as is the Bond 
Guard, who stands by as silent as a Buckingham Palace red 
coat.

CHARLIE
(yells out)

I need more sneakers... 

Larry looks around for something or...

LARRY
(annoyed)

Where’s the assistant...

Someone... in the form of Alan enters. He pushes a heavy 
dolly filled with shoes.
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ALAN
(grunts as he pushes)

Sorry... thought I slipped a disc.

Charlie and Larry are fixated on their work.

CHARLIE
(looks at Alan)

You okay?
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ALAN
Fine -- 

(re: sneakers)
Can’t believe they use the word “air” 
to describe these things.

(then)
You treat all your lab students this 
way?

CHARLIE
No...

LARRY
Most spend a week of horticulture 
boot camp at the Eppes house...

ALAN
That’s who cuts our lawn?

Nikki, Liz and La-La enter with coffee... upon spotting the 
three --

NIKKI
Nice shades...

LIZ
Question... who puts the Coppertone 
on who first?

CHARLIE
Actually the machine will have no *
impact on skin pigmentation. *

(then)
Hyperspectral imaging simply collects *
and processes information from across 
the electromagnetic spectrum.

LA-LA
How’s it do that? 

LARRY
By seeing all ranges of light... from 
visible to ultraviolet. In much the 
same manner as a mantis shrimp.

(then)
Who curiously are neither mantis nor 
shrimp.

(off her look)
They look alike and --

LA-LA
(to Nikki)

These guys are going to help us? 
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(off her nod)
Seriously...

Charlie lifts a rubber stress ball from a desk, tosses it to 
Larry, who catches it.

Larry lifts a metal ball paperweight, holding it side by side 
with the rubber stress ball.  

LARRY
...When compared to a paperweight - 
the two balls look similar, but  
their core materials are different... 

Larry tosses both balls at Charlie, who didn’t expect them 
and ducks...

LARRY (cont’d)
Sorry...

CHARLIE
Throwing ability aside, the 
Hyperspectral sensors collect 
information as a set of images. These 
images are then combined to form a 3-
D picture which reveals the objects 
true properties.

LARRY
Testing warehouse shoes beside an 
authentic Primers, the Hyperspectral 
will tell us which pair is identical 
to the authentic pair.

Charlie removes an authentic Primers from La-La’s suitcase.  
Larry lifts a Primers from the bin labeled:  Warehouse 
Source. 

And places them inside the Hyperspectral imaging machine.

ON A LAPTOP, we see a display of what the shoes look like 
inside of the machine.  OFF the image of the Primers an 
illustrated cross section of sneakers -  

INT. CALSCI - HALLWAY - DAY 37 37

La-La and Nikki walk and talk... 

LA-LA BUENDIA
Sneakers and shrimp with x-ray 
vision...  I remember when zippers on 
kicks were cutting edge technology.
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NIKKI
Talking about KangaRoos?  I had a 
pair of Roos in second grade.  Wore 
them everywhere.

LA-LA BUENDIA
I used to keep quarters in my zipper 
pockets...

NIKKI
...For the ice cream man?

La-La nods, smiles.  

LA-LA BUENDIA
The sneaker game.  Some call it a 
subculture, but it’s always been 
about back in the day memories.

NIKKI
Nothing better than somebody asking 
“Where’d you get those?”

LA-LA BUENDIA
In a neighborhood full of 
afterthoughts, a dope pair of kicks 
made a kid feel good about herself.

NIKKI
Ain’t much, but it’s a start.

They share a smile.  OFF La-La and Nikki... 

INT. CALSCI - LAB - DAY   38 38

A SHORT TIME LAPSE MONTAGE- 

Charlie, Larry and Alan’s (continuing to do grunt work) 
actions speed up as they test shoes, setting fakes into a bin 
labeled Counterfeits.  

As the bin fills up... 

THE MONTAGE ENDS

Charlie and Alan work in the background, while Larry sits 
with Liz, looking on (away from Charlie and Alan who cannot 
hear them)...

LARRY
It’s been relayed through the ether 
that your time with us may be short.  
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LIZ
The FBI made me an offer I couldn’t 
refuse.

LARRY
I congratulate and commend you at the 
same time.  Decisions that take us 
away from family are never easy.  

Liz digests this.  A beat, then -

LIZ
It’s not that hard.  My older 
brother’s busy with the State 
Department...  Younger brother’s in 
prison...  Father died years ago.

Larry isn’t sure how to react.  

LARRY
I’m sorry.  I didn’t know.  And, I 
didn’t mean to pry...  

LIZ
It’s fine.  Everyone has their stuff.

Larry wants to say something.  Then -

LARRY
Certainly, if ever you need a 
sounding board, I am your resonant 
chamber.  

Liz looks at Larry.  What’s he talking about?

LARRY (cont’d)
As normal and well adjusted as I may 
seem, my own family would not be 
defined by all as "traditional."  

LIZ
You’ve got a crazy family, too? 

Larry sighs.  

LARRY
It's easy to leave, but often 
difficult to find reasons to stay.  
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LIZ
Turn down a promotion like this, you 
don’t get another shot for three 
years... 

LARRY
Sometimes new opportunities come at 
the expense of even greater ones left 
behind.
          (then) 
Of course, I found a new family.  The 
people I work with.  Laugh with.  
Think with.  

Charlie and Alan, motion for Larry’s help.  He smiles warmly.  
Liz considers his words as they walk over.  

CHARLIE
None of these shoes tested are 
authentic...

ALAN
And yet, when you walk, they still 
manage to keep your feet from getting 
dirty.

OFF everyone’s frustration...

INT. FBI - INTERROGATION ROOM - DAY   39 39

Don eyes Nadroj Ria, who can’t look him in the eye.  

DON
You’re on a one way to Shkoder this 
afternoon unless you start talking. 

RIA
Diddums has the Primers.  

DON
Diddums.

RIA
When he came back to the warehouse 
for the real pair, he put a gun in my 
face, so I told him where to find the 
shoes.

DON
     (exasperated)
Why the hell didn’t you tell us that 
in the first place? 
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RIA
Figured I could make bail, hunt down 
Diddums myself.  Win/win.  Take the 
shoes or his money... 

DON
Hunt him down starting where? 

EXT. CHOP SHOP - DAY   40 40

High end autos in mid repair/stripping.  2 x FBI SUVs screech 
up.  FOUR AGENTS (hero tac), plus David and Liz (in hero tac) 
file out-

EXT. CHOP SHOP - COURTYARD - CONTINUOUS 41 41

ON THE MOVE

...sparks fly from saws slicing vehicles apart.  Discarded 
doors, windshields...  A Hummer, an Escalade (2 vehicles 
outside)...  ...FOUR GREASE MONKEYS (20s)...

DAVID
FBI, hands up!!

...throw their hands up...

INSIDE THE CHOP SHOP -- A42 A42

Lee Diddums spots the FBI and takes off running - FAST... (1 
vehicle inside) 

LIZ
(sees him)

I got Diddums! 

Liz takes off after him --

INT. CHOP SHOP - CONTINUOUSB42 B42

Liz hauls ass past car parts and vehicles...

ON DIDDUMS -- slides off the hood of a car -- as he sprints 
off... increasing the distance between him and Liz -- 

EXT. CHOP SHOP - SECONDS LATERC42 C42

Diddums dashes down an alleyway... 

A FIRE ESCAPE LADDER UP AHEAD is all that stands between him 
and freedom...

Diddums reaches the ladder... begins to climb -- when -- 
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CLOSE ON -- a hand, grabs him sneaker/ankle -- 

And SLAMS HIM TO THE PAVEMENT.

Diddums looks up at the looming figure of David...

DAVID
Got my running shoes on today.

Diddums knows better and gives up.

Liz catches up as Diddums stands and David cuffs him.

LIZ
(to David)

Nice...
(then to Diddums)

Where are the Primers --

DIDDUMS
Primers what?

Diddums smiles defiantly.  David searches his clothes.  Finds 
a cell phone - tosses it to Liz.  Finds a roll of bills...   

DAVID
Lot of cash.  

DIDDUMS  
Found it under my pillow... 

Liz checks the call log on his cell.

LIZ
He erased his call history.  

DIDDUMS
Don’t bother looking at the SIM chip, 
either.  I torched that, too. 

DAVID
Learn that from your uncle?

David places his hands on the wall to cuff him, notices...

AN INK SMUDGE ON THE WALL 

...left by Diddums’ hand.  Weird.  David overturns...

DIDDUMS’ PALM
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...there’s a PHONE NUMBER scribbled in ink.  David looks to 
Liz.  She dials the number, listens.  Then holds the phone 
out for Diddums (and us) to hear: 

THE MUSICAL JINGLE ON A VOICEMAIL - a bad hip hop song with 
the hook “You gotta be a Bit O' Nutz In This World”...  

Diddums is gonna be sick.

LIZ
Why would Vic Moritz give you his 
number? 

DAVID 
Better question - didn’t anybody 
teach you not to write on your hand? 

OFF a sulking Lee Diddums... 

EXT. VIC MORITZ’S MANSION - POOLHOUSE - DAY 42 42

Don and Nikki approach Vic Moritz (in robe and sneakers).  He 
seems to have been waiting for them impatiently...

VIC MORITZ
Where have you guys been?  I’ve been 
calling you all day.  I’m going 
crazy...

Nikki turns him and cuffs him.

NIKKI
Yeah, crazy enough to hire thieves to 
steal from Randall Nespola.

VIC MORITZ 
      (surprised)
What? 
  (then, understanding)
Well, there’s gotta be something we 
can work out.  Some autographed CDs? 

DON
Just point us to the sneakers. 

VIC MORITZ
Wish I could. 

DON
You expect us to believe that?
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NIKKI
I hear in jail, the term Bit O' Nutz 
has a whole different meaning. 

VIC MORITZ
You’re not hearing me - I had the 
Primers - past tense.  

Don and Nikki give Moritz a skeptical look...

INT. VIC MORITZ’S MANSION - POOLHOUSE - MOMENTS LATER43 43

Don, Nikki and Vic Moritz (still in cuffs) examine... 

THE SHOE VAULT DOOR - open and battered, obviously from a 
break in... 

VIC MORITZ
Think you don’t believe it?  Try 
waking up to this...  

INSIDE THE VAULT

There are definitely no Primers - because there are no shoes:  
EVERY PAIR IN MORITZ’S COLLECTION IS GONE.

NIKKI
Normally I chase people in sneakers, 
not the sneakers themselves. 

OFF Don and Nikki, in shock before an empty vault...

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

INT. VIC MORITZ’S MANSION - HALLWAY - DAY  44 44

FBI at work.  Liz and Nikki regroup.  

NIKKI
What’s it called when deja vu is 
real?

LIZ
It’s called “we missed something.”  
Diddums is in custody and we searched 
his place - no shoes...

NIKKI
Moritz could have hidden his 
collection somewhere else. 

LIZ
Go with what we have.

Liz indicates the vault door...

NIKKI
Techs say a torch was used to open 
the vault.  They also found a point 
of entry - a broken window in the 
garage.  

LIZ
A straight forward smash and grab...  
For an entire vault of shoes? 

NIKKI
Maybe the thief knows how to fence 
sneakers.

LIZ
Or is trying to throw us off.  The 
real prize here is the Primers.

NIKKI
...Who knew about the Primers and has 
the ability to do big heists? 

LIZ   
       (following)
Doesn’t seem like Stephanois' style.  
But, he is getting old...  And he’s 
in a hurry...
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NIKKI
...to get to Tahiti.

INT. FBI - TECH ROOM - DAY45 45

Don, David, Charlie and Larry.  Jean Stephanois’ rap sheet is 
on the big screen.   Interpol images (various countries) of 
him throughout his criminal career...

DAVID
Stephanois is in the wind.  Figure 24 
hours tops to move the shoes.

LARRY
I can’t help but relate this 
conundrum to Shipwrecks and Sneakers. 

DAVID
What’s that?    

DON
A long story.

LARRY
Actually, I believe it might work 
here as a method of telegraphing...

CHARLIE
       (catching on)
Reverse the focus, using the elements 
we know to predict where the shoes *
will “float” to.   *

DON
Great.  For David it works...

LARRY
What we know - the market value of 
the shoes and the Sneakerheads who 
might be interested in them.  

CHARLIE
A telegraph process links these two 
factors measuring risk vs. reward and 
giving us a third factor - the most 
likely buyer.  Everyone plays 
pinball...  

ENTER AUDIENCE VISION

We’re inside of a pinball machine - flashy lights, springs 
and levers.  A PLUNGER shoves the pinball onto the playfield.  
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All flipper doors are open, so the ball can go anywhere...  

CHARLIE (cont’d)
Think of the Primers as a pinball.  
The number of interested buyers is 
already limited.  The level of risk 
involved with purchasing the shoes 
tells us where the bumpers are. *

The pinball rolls toward a flipper, but it closes, rerouting 
the ball as it ricochets violently.  The flippers and bumpers 
morph into obstacles - police, thieves, etc.

CHARLIE (cont’d)
And with the Primers, extremely high *
priced, high profiled and high risk 
considering they’re stolen property...

Eventually, all flippers close, forcing the pinball to roll 
back home, settling beside the plunger.

CHARLIE (cont’d)
...the number of possible avenues - 
of possible buyers - considering all 
factors - becomes extremely limited. 

BACK TO SCENE

CHARLIE (cont’d)
In fact, the buyer with the least 
amount of risk and greatest ability 
to purchase is also the person we 
might least expect.

Charlie hits a key-

ON THE BIG SCREEN 

A photo of Consul Randall Nespola...

DAVID
 The original owner.

EXT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - ENTRANCE - LATE DAY 46 46

Two FBI Suburban SUVs pull in.  A vintage green Jag XJ8 
(Stephanois’ car) is in the driveway.  Don, Nikki and David 
file out to find:

Jean Stephanois (dressed well and looking confident) exiting 
the Consulate.  He sees them.  Gracious and elegant to the 
last, he doesn’t make a move.   
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DON
You know the drill.

JEAN STEPHANOIS
I suppose Tahiti will have to wait...

DAVID
...but you’ll always have Paris, 
right?

David cuffs him.

DAVID (cont’d)
Must have just sold the shoes. 

DS Special Agent Browner Dunn (from teaser) approaches.  He 
was expecting our guys...

BROWNER DUNN
Got your call, Eppes.  Didn’t believe 
you until Stephanois showed up.

DON
Where’s Nespola?

BROWNER DUNN
Inside.  Technically, he’s on foreign 
soil and has diplomatic immunity.  

DAVID
He might have immunity, but the shoes 
don't.  

Browner Dunn nods.  He won’t stand in their way.  

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - POOL ROOM HALLWAY - MOMENTS LATER  47 47

Don and Nikki confront Randall Nespola who shoots pool...  In 
the background, his vault door is being worked on by a 
TECHNICIAN in a white jumpsuit (using a PDA and wires).  The 
shoes inside the vault have been moved, so the vault is empty. 

RANDALL NESPOLA
But they’re MY Primers!

DON
They’re stolen property and evidence 
in a murder case.

RANDALL NESPOLA
I’m a Foreign Consul.  I don’t have 
to cooperate with FBI...
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NIKKI
You’re right.  But the Primers are 
coming with us, which means they’ll 
be in evidence...

DON
...and who knows how long that’ll 
take... 

NIKKI
Or how the sneakers will be treated 
while they’re there.  Some of the 
stories I’ve heard about evidence...

Nespola looks like a broken man.  Finally, he relents, sets 
down his pool stick...

RANDALL NESPOLA
If I cooperate, will you promise to 
take care of the Primers?

NIKKI
You gonna make your auction payment?

Nespola realizes he has little choice...

RANDALL NESPOLA
No scuffs on the shoes, please?  Make 
sure whoever handles them in evidence 
knows what they’re doing.  Keep them 
out of direct sunlight...

DON
Just show us the damn shoes.

INT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - FRONT HALL - LATE DAY  48 48

Nespola leads Don and Nikki to a coat closet...

RANDALL NESPOLA
They’re in a box inside...

NIKKI
A closet, really?

RANDALL NESPOLA
My vault’s Voice Recognition won’t be 
reconfigured for another week.  Until 
then...

Don opens the closet, removes... 
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A BOX

...and opens it to find...  nothing but packaging tissue...  

DON
Is this a joke? 

RANDALL NESPOLA
I just put them there!  

NIKKI
Here we go again...

Everyone’s speechless, which is why they now HEAR the squeak 
of moving sneakers...

DON
That sounds like...

NIKKI
...on someone’s feet...

RANDALL NESPOLA
     (fear rising)
From outside...

EXT. BRAZILIAN CONSULATE - DRIVEWAY - LATE DAY   49 49

Don, Nikki and Nespola walk out -- joining David -- who is 
watching...

NESPOLA'S 12 YEAR OLD SON

Running, jumping and bouncing a basketball...

...wearing the prized First Pair Final Edition Primers.  The 
kid sees his dad and runs over...  

NESPOLA’S SON
Dad, I saw you hide these, but 
they’re so cool!  Best birthday ever! 

Though he’s only been wearing the shoes for a few minutes, 
there are creases in the leather...  A scuff on the toe...  

Nespola looks like he might hang himself.  His son sees his 
expression.

NESPOLA’S SON (cont'd)
...These are for me, right? 
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DAVID
Give your dad a second, okay?

Nespola’s son runs off to play again.  

RANDALL NESPOLA
...Hand stitched leather, candy 
painted chassis, carbon fiber steel 
shank plates in each sole...

NIKKI
...and a smile on your kid’s face.      
        (beat)  
Buy the shoes for him.

DON
The fun he’s having is worth more 
than they are.

Nespola watches his son play - a smile of pure joy on his 
face.  Might be a hint of a smile on Nespola’s face too... 

OFF Don, David and Nikki... 

EXT. WATTS - OLD WAREHOUSE - LATE DAY   A50 A50

We see phone lines from which pairs of sneakers hang... TILT 
DOWN to a KID sweeping a warehouse balcony.  OFF the kid 
closing one side of the door...  

INT. WATTS - OLD WAREHOUSE - LATE DAY   50 50

...MATCH CUT to the other side of the door being closed...

Tables, fabrics and manufacturing tools.  A company is taking 
shape.  Nikki is impressed as she approaches.  La-La plays with 
KIDS as they help her straighten up the place (sweep, dust, 
clean)...  

NIKKI
Got a name for your company?

LA-LA BUENDIA
Not yet.  I don’t think Phil Knight 
came up with “Nike” until they had 
their first shoe.

Nikki hands La-La a cashier’s check.  

NIKKI
Nespola’s auction payment.

La-La sees the amount.  Looks at Nikki, amazed.
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NIKKI (cont'd)
He was in a generous mood.

LA-LA BUENDIA
That’s cool.  Good lookin’ out. 

NIKKI
Now, you can quit your job and do 
this thing for real.

LA-LA BUENDIA
You know I’ll bring the heat...

NIKKI
I just got one request.

LA-LA BUENDIA
What’s that?

NIKKI
Can you make a pair with zippers on 
the side for me? 

La-La smiles.  OFF she and Nikki - city girls - watching city 
kids work on the start of something big... 

INT. EPPES HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT   51 51

Don and David.  A little subdued.  

DAVID
Liz said she’d give us a call when 
she arrived in Denver.

Charlie enters, carries a shipping box...

DON
Any mail?

CHARLIE
Sorry, this is all me.

Charlie opens the box - lifts a pair of funky colored pastel 
sneakers covered with math jargon and symbols...

CHARLIE (cont’d)
John Maeda, a professor at M.I.T., 
designed a line of “kicks” based on 
his own algorithms, so I thought I’d 
give it a try... What do you think? *
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DON
Didn’t know they made “Air Geeks.”
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Alan enters from the kitchen.  

ALAN
Dinner is served.  You have the honor  
of dining on a real treat - Goulash.

DAVID
Hungarian for whatever’s in the 
fridge.

Don and Charlie share a knowing glance.

DON *
(tries not to smile)

Hard day at the lab, Dad?

Charlie and Don are like two little kids again... trying not 
to laugh.

ALAN
Very funny...

The doorbell BUZZES.

ALAN (cont’d)
Laugh all you want -- but I’m 
changing the will.

  Alan crosses, answers to find Larry- 

LARRY
On my way over, I happened to run 
into someone...

Liz appears.  She has everyone’s attention.

CHARLIE
Aren’t you supposed to be on a plane?

LIZ
I was.  Then I looked at my boots... 

A beat.  What’s she talking about?  Liz explains... 

LIZ (cont’d)
I’ve had these boots for 7 years.  
Worn them into the ground.  Replaced 
the heels, the zippers...  
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But, I’d never give them up. 
         (then) 
If I won’t let go of a pair of boots, 
why the hell would I ever let go of a 
great situation like this... 

Liz looks around the room at everyone.  A little emotional.

LIZ (cont’d)
A great job never compares to a great 
life.

DAVID
Well said. 

ALAN
Did you just compare us to a pair of 
old boots? 

DON
And you’re sure we’ll take you 
back...

Liz smiles, knows he’s giving her shit.

CHARLIE
Speaking of old boots, I guess it’s 
time for dinner.

Alan cuts Charlie a look.  OFF everyone’s move into the 
dining room, one big family...

END OF EPISODE
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